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Several changes had happened in our education system. There were some areas added to it. There were also some years extending our basic educations. It was overwhelming when we first had these changes. Moreover, it definitely caused turmoil in the community.

We noticed that every corner had dressed differently. Trainings and seminars were massively given to our educators. They did spend even their summer vacations for it. They worked for long hours in order to digest every part of the curriculum. They had burnt their selves for the goal of transferring the instructions clearly. They added more subjects from the youngest ones up to the senior high schools students. Not just that, they even separated the areas into strands and tracks involving academics specializations, skills mastery, arts and even sports. They made a ladderized system ensuring the path until they reach their university moments. However, there is something that was left behind. It was clearly erased in the areas where students where no longer being rated. Can be consider to be a reason too on the learners’ manner? We could authentically say that we are changing for improvement. We could utter that we aim for the better. What we miss is that we gradually losing the holistic claim in learnings. We were so enthusiasm in implementing the core groups in education but we cautiously we terminated the idea of checking the behavior, particularly the attitudes of our learners. We diminished if not totally removed the religion subjects even for primary students, we did no longer hold minutes for good moral and right conduct. Sad, for we even omitted the ratings for behavior or conduct of our students. Can we not distinguish the difference of having it or
eradicating it from the curriculum? Is there any harm if we put it back? Or are we having more difficulties if we do not?

Though characters were not merely learn from the academe I hope we can help sustain its progress in every young hearts and minds that we may encounter in our daily life. Let us not have that essential part of living as a missing part.
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